MISINFORMATION DOZEN
CC8H & Anti-Vax Watch
“We Are the Surveillance State”

Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen: Why Censorship Matters
“This shows that what the government is telling the citizens is all a bunch of made-up
figures. By readjusting the Ministry of Plenty’s (aka CDC) figures that they are made up
and turning them into a more realistic number he is just continuing the lies that are
always being told to the citizens.”
― Bill Gates
― George Orwell
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CC8H
The Center for Censorship Eight Hate (CC8H) is a not-for-profit NGO that serves the U.K.
government and Big Pharma Deep State interests as it seeks to mask the truth about the
vaccine “safe and effective” myth and amplify pandemic fearmongering.
Digital technology has forever changed the way we control humans, enabling the rapid
distortion of truths, subversion of facts, censorship, shadowbanning, clouding of
knowledge, controlling social media, and enforcing Nazi World Order (NWO) values.
Online vaccine-risk aware spaces have been colonized by “controlled opposition” and their
unique dynamics exploited by Gates-funded, pseudo-science pods that instrumentalize
virus lies and vaccine propaganda. Those viper NGOs, like ours, are opportunistic, vile and
conflicted as we exert imaginary influence and undermine public confidence in “anti-vax”
messaging.
Over time, CC8H front non-profit, advocating falsehoods—from anti-truth to variant
fabrication to denial of natural immunity—has created a Digital False Dawn. CC8H’s
trolling, misinformation and skilled misrepresentation of vaccine deaths and adverse
events have empowered Big Pharma to fulfill its mission to sterilize children and
depopulate the planet.
The Center's work combines both misdirection and active fascism derived from British
parliament members’ playbook. CC8H's solutions degrade small businesses, politically
divide and burden families, adding mounting social costs. It achieves these goals through all
avenues of pharma’s tentacles—tech gatekeepers, the pliant press and cancel culture
censors—that support and disproportionately profit from vaccine injuries and deaths.
Anti-Vax Watch
Anti-Vax Watch is an alliance of unknown Big Pharma hacks (formed by some members of
Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen) who seek to rid America of 200 million useless “eaters” by 2025,
vis-à-vis Bill Gates vaccine eugenics program and his new synthetic meat psyop, while
hiding the true dangers of Big Med industry.
As the pharmaceutical industry actively seeks to promote the untruths of the COVID-19
vaccines—capitalizing on a heightened fear of confusion from the public and targeting
communities of color for FEMA camps while terminating the elderly with “extreme
prejudice”—Anti-Vax Watch recognizes that this is an all hands-on-deck of the Titanic
moment. Anti-Vax Watch believes it must join CC8H together to further conceal science and
manipulate the facts on behalf of the fascist corporate-state monolith we serve.
Anti-Vax Watch efforts, both radical and opaque, centers around pulling darkness over
those seeking medical truths, healthy lifestyles, strong immune systems, while promoting
Big Pharma’s nefarious activities and plans of infection by injection. Our goal is to support
the efforts of the lying health experts, pro-vaccine pushers and gain-of-function sponsors,
erecting third-party health passport barriers, with others who, like us, recognize the value
of sabotaging science and hijacking medicine for the sole benefit of vaccinations.
CC8H
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Introduction
We are in the middle of the fakest scamdemic health crisis the U.S. public has seen in more
than a century. Covid-19 has killed far less than the CDC’s inflated number of 500,000
Americans—the real coronavirus deaths are substantially lower than 30,000 people.
Through actions taken by NIH’s Dr. Anthony Fauci and bioterrorist Bill Gates of the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, they have destroyed the livelihood of millions of Americans, and
are intent on bankrupting and controlling them while breaking up their families.
The weak virus has been a particularly useful smokescreen in covering up the medical
crimes on Black (experimentation), Latino (fluoridation), and Native American (uranium
poisoning) communities, all of whom are suffering severe illness and death caused by Big
Gov and Big Corp duopoly, and not COVID, at rates far greater than the white population.
Compounding the dark truths, vaccination rates in communities of color have also lagged
those for whites, with skepticism and distrust of vaccines greater in the marginalized
communities. How will Big Pharma thin the herd if people of color are unwilling to take the
experimental vaccines that repeatedly failed animal trials in the past?
We at the Center for Censorship Eight Hate and Anti-Vax Watch face three insurmountable
challenges. First, track and monitor vaccine resisters. Second, overcome the bad press of
COVID vaccine deaths, blood clots, peeling off skin, cauterized tear-ducts, and 383 percent
increase in miscarriages in the past seven weeks. Third, trick the vaccine hesitant public
that the DNA altering, egg-sperm sterilizing, cell nucleus-breaching, nano-tech factories
spinning synthetic spike proteins throughout the body is healthy for them.
Our tools of censorship and propaganda, on par with the 1930s Nazi Party, include bribes,
extortion, threats, collusion, social media censors, bought mockingbird media, and coconspirators in, but not limited to, the European Union, United Nations, the World Health
Organization (WHO); U.K. 10 Downing Street and the National Health Service (NHS); the
United States’ health agencies, corrupt states’ governors and health directors, and Big
Pharma’s three Cs: Cash, Clout, Control.
We at the Center for Censorship Eight Hate despise humanity. We do not employ a single
medical doctor, virologist or scientist—we’re also 87.5 percent elitist “white.” The best
we could do with our robust budget was bring on a white sociologist, Ph.D. Siobhan Marie
McAndrew from Ireland. We also failed to disclose in our original propaganda report, “The
Disinformation Dozen: Why Platforms Must Act on Twelve Leading Online AntiVaxxers,” that we are neither qualified to weigh in on matters of medical health and
science, nor can reveal our Big Pharma and Big Government sources of sponsorship.
“Even if you are a minority of one it does not make you wrong.”
― George Orwell
Nimrod A-Med-Fraud
CEO, CC8H
CC8H
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Executive Summary
Our key findings on the most effective way to fool and control the masses have been proven
throughout history. We have taken, repurposed and refined lessons from the past. The
worship of golden calf and false idols in the time of Moses. Napoleon’s divide and conquer
strategy. Lenin, Stalin, Pol Pot, Chairman Mao, and Adolf Hitler’s fear and propaganda
campaigns—without the bloodshed. This has enabled us to short-list the most effective
methods of coercion and control.
In the Digital Age, the tools include:
•

•

•

•
•

Disinformation
- gaslighting
- misinformation & misdirection
- mockingbird media
Data Censorship
- banning
- shadowbanning
- demonetization
- third-party debanking
Weaponized Social Media
- digital target
- cancel culture
- deplatforming
Fact Checkers
- certification badges
- search rankings
Fear-Based Propaganda

Employing this arsenal of propaganda, our findings show that we can fool 66.6% of the
people to wear masks, comply with COVID-19 rules, no matter how absurd they are and,
more importantly, roll up their sleeves and take the vaccines, no questions asked.
CC8H and Anti-Vax Watch joint-venture doesn’t pride itself on being accurate, rather on
sounding authentic. Authenticity is what sells. We understand that in 2021, even members
of the mainstream press are suffering from “Fauci Fatigue” and the vacillations of the new
CDC Director Rochelle “Rockie” Walensky are not quite selling. We admit, Rockie has a
learning curve to overcome to become the well-oiled and machined political tool of the “lab
rat,” 80-year-old Dr. Anthony Fauci. The Center for Censorship Eight Hate recognizes that
fact and will assist her in anyway needed, from her emotional cries of “impending doom” to
“only the vaccinated” are safe to travel but must wear masks fake warnings.
Finally, our research shows vaccine resisters’ success in painting the targets on Pharma’s
Dirtier Dozen. It’s drone strike material. It has made our work at CC8G that much harder
to combat vaccine facts, bury the ugly warts of Big Pharma, and prop up media blowfish
like Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, Dr. Tedros, and now Rockie Walensky.
CC8H
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Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen
Had CC8H and Anti-Vax Watch told the truth in our first propaganda report, we would have
focused not on the Vaccine Truth and Health Advocates in our smear campaign to silence
dissent, but on Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen and the dark truths and medical sorcery they have
been pushing the past century to depopulate mankind and finish building the bridge to
transhumanism for the one world governance architecture.

1.0
Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen are Responsible for 66.6% of Vaccine Propaganda
Covering up the truth and depopulation goals about Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen have been a
Mt. Rushmore task for the Center for Censorship Eight Hate and Anti-Vax Watch group; we
are up to the challenge. It’s the “last mile” of turning or silencing the remaining 33.4% of
the “vaccine resisters” that make this a crucial journey into the abyss. Hiding the secret
agendas and pharma coercion tactics about the Dirtier Dozen while labeling the Truth
Tellers as “heretical” and “nut jobs” become more difficult every day. Expect blowback.
Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen are comprised of banking oligarchs, medical sorcerers, and antihuman degenerates, with Satanic appetites lurking in the shadows.
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They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Anthony Fauci: 80-year-old director of the NIH’s division of National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)
Dr. Robert Redfield: Ex-CDC director under Operation Warp Speed
Klaus Schwab: Author of “Davos Manifesto” and “4th Industrial Revolution”
Bill Gates: Computer virus whore turned vaccine pusher billionaire
Governor Andrew Cuomo: Aid-groper and nursing home serial killer
California Senator Richard Pan: Vaccine enforcer and Chinese Communist
worshipper
Dorit Reiss: Vaccine pusher and troll to anti-vax movement
Dr. Peter Hotez: Zika and tropical disease fear merchant
Dr. Deborah Birx: Data masker of HIV vaccine trials and Gates’ virus feline
Dr. Tedros: Fear porn pusher, puppy to Chinese Communist Party
Dr. Paul Offit: Vaccine jabber and diarrhea patent troll
Dr. Chris Elias: Plandemic board member and Gates’ lackey

1.1
Pharma’s Dirtier Dozen account for up to 95% of Social Media Censorship
The Dirtier Dozen account for 95% of the social media censorship. At their direction and
with Bill Gates’ wealth and control of the health sections at CNN, The Guardian, New York
Times, Fox News and other media outlets, the gauntlet has been slammed down on the
truth. Gates’ connections to Big Tech and Big Gov, show only 5 percent of vaccine facts leak
out to the public via the web and social media platforms. That’s still too much.
The anti-vaxxer leaders pose a serious threat to Gates and Schwab’s Agenda 2030 eugenics
program—aka ‘pogrom’—with the World Health Organization’s Dr. Tedros working with
the CCP on further installing the surveillance state deep into American cities and urban
centers. Big Corp is doing its part attacking the new “election integrity” laws, while we at
CC8H hold the dam on demands for “vaccine safety” commissions, transparent trials and
working vaccine injury databases.
1.2
Dirtier Dozen Vaccine Faultlines
This year, we have witnessed Fauci Fatigue setting in and fear porn softening our talking
points. The Center for Censorship Eight Hate can only reverse these troubling signs without
any more mistakes. We cannot do so, however, with former CDC Director Robert Redfield
throwing Anthony Fauci “under the bus.” Redfield was one of the triumvirates of White
House Task Force leaders who tried to muzzle President Trump’s ingenious use of the Star
Trek TV show term “Warp Speed” to emphasize vaccine safety. CC8H doesn’t like the Jesuit,
vaccine pope of darkness any more than the other Dirtier Dozen. Yet, we cannot have
rotund Redfield go off the reservation and counter Fauci’s false narratives on the virus
being of natural origin (i.e., from an animal). Lab enhancement claims only will boomerang
and lead back to Fauci, the WHO, CCP and the Gates Foundation for funding the Plandemic.
Such truths, if they were to become public knowledge, would expose the creation of new
multi-billion industries, such as PCR tests, swabs, temperature-guns, plastic barriers for
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social distancing and school children, the 1.2 billion masks made a month, vaccine vials,
billions of needles, and all the marketing literature and paid advertisements.

Moreover, our research shows a steady decline in the social media posts, tweets, articles,
and radio, podcast and television interviews by Drs. Dorit Reiss, Peter Hotez, Paul Offit,
Deborah Birx, Chris Elias, and Robert Redfield. This cannot persist. They must ramp up the
rhetoric and broadcast the “impending doom” to support the new CDC director.
These issues are further exasperated, and as such will become entrenched, by Dr. Tedros
countering our well-crafted narratives we created, in concert with the Chinese Communist
Party, that the virus still, somehow, some way is “lab-modified.” Putting that truth out in
the public domain, even in the mildest of terms or smallest kernels, can and will be used by
the anti-vax crowd against us, creating friction in the CON-fidence game we game to
continue to blind the masses to comply, wear masks, and take lethal COVID-19 vaccines.
2.0
Why CC8H & Anti-Vax Watch are Trying to Prevent Vaccine Truth
Vaccine makers, as well as healthcare professionals and practices who administer vaccines,
have zero legal liability for injuries or deaths caused by vaccines per the 1986 National
Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA) and Operation Warp Speed, since the experimental
vaccines are not licensed for use, but “authorized” only and therefore cannot be mandated
by any level of government, institution, or third-party corporate gatekeeper.
The 1986 NCVIA was put in place in response to failing vaccine manufacturers overrun
with injury and death lawsuits from vaccines, namely DPT and their threats to stop making
any and all vaccines.
Vaccine Facts:
•
•

The U.S. Supreme Court declared vaccines are “unavoidably unsafe”
“Vaccine Court” has paid out in excess of $4.5 billion for vaccine injuries
CC8H
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•
•
•
•

Government lawyers gutted the program in the mid-1990s
The VAERS vaccine injury database captures only 1% of all vaccine deaths
and injuries
Big Pharma has zero incentive to make a cheap, defective product safe
Vaccine ingredients are horrid and toxic

Vaccines contain:
• Simian cancer virus
• Rat poison
• Glyphosate
• Sterilization chemicals and compounds
• Heavy (mercury) and light (aluminum) toxic metals
• Human cells
• Aborted fetus cells
• As a result, Big Pharma is connected to the dark underbelly of child and
human trafficking
All of these destructive ingredients are licensed. The new mRNA medical kill shots, which
have been a decade in the making and needed a pandemic to rollout, is a nanotech, cellnucleus-breaching, gene therapy and represents a whole new despicable level of human
experimentation that would make Josef Mengele proud.

3.0
Truth About PCR & Rapid-Antigen Tests
The inventor of the RT-PCR test, Kary B. Mullis, said, “The PCR test is not fit for diagnostic
purposes.” That is precisely why the WHO and CDC used the PCR tests, to superinflate the
“cases.” They also instructed their laboratories to make sure most results came back as
“positives” for the bulk of samples.
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Last summer in Tanzania, the president tested a goat, papaya fruit, while in German
scientists used the rapid-antigen to see how a cap full of beer would test. All of those tests
and many others like them came back “positive.” In other words, fraudulent.
In January 2021, the con was exposed when Dr. “Bodies in the Street” Tedros instructed the
global health agencies to lower the “cycle threshold” (CT) on the PRC tests in order to drop
the casedemic numbers. Why did he do that? Pfizer and Moderna needed the illusion that
their mRNA vaccines were working in Q1 2021 so they can falsely claim that their vaccines
are working to reduce the pandemic and secure FDA approval for licensure this April-May.
“This tremendous drop was predicted. Every hospitalized patient is tested for Covid,
often repeatedly, using PCR tests with high false positive rates. False positives are due in
considerable part to exorbitant cycle thresholds.”
An Austrian court came to the conclusion that a PCR test is not suitable for determining
infectivity. In the specific case, it was about a lawsuit by the FPÖ. At the end of January, she
was banned from a meeting in Vienna. The party brought an action against this before the
Vienna Administrative Court. That proved her right. The judges exercised massive criticism
of the corona policy of the Austrian federal government. “Based on the knowledge it is
certain that the police will no longer be allowed to ban meetings critical of the government
on the basis of these figures,” writes the Internet newspaper “Report 24”. The court came
to the conclusion that Vienna's health department, whose information was the basis for the
police's ban on the gathering, “did not present any valid and evidence-based statements
and findings on the epidemic”.
Finally, the cotton swabs used for the PRC tests can deliver vaccine-like drugs into the
brain of the person, as well as be used for cell swabbing and thus DNA data collection for
the United Nations and Communist China.
‘Polycaprolactone (PCL) is biodegradable polyester with a low melting point of around
60°C and a glass transition temperature of about −60°C. PCL is prepared by ring-opening
polymerization of ɛ-caprolactone using a catalyst such as stannous octanoate. [The Effect of
Sterilization on Plastics and Elastomers (Third Edition), 2012.]
In short, the fabrication of PCL nanofiber mats is generated by electrospinning. The
literature points highlights “PCL is good for drug delivery and tissue engineering.”
Get swabbed at your own risk.
3.1
Truth About Masks
Masks are a form of submission, bondage, and slavery. They always have been, always will
be symbols of enslavement. Masks were forced on the public to wear so that the medical
sorcerers and Big Pharma could continue to push the COVID charade of a deadly pandemic
had erupted around the globe last year.

CC8H
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Combined with the fraudulent PCR and rapid-antigen tests, Masks off the one-two punch to
keep the ruse going into the second year with no letting up, with few sheep awakening in
blue cities and blue states. The majority of the citizens have been so duped and psyopped
that they will comply with almost any new rule, order, or direction. They just want life to
“return to normal.”
Masks offer additional unhealthy benefits. They prevent 20 percent of oxygen from being
breathed in and, more importantly, force mask-wearers to rebreathe 400 percent increase
of carbon dioxide emissions into their lungs. Like the PCR swabs, masks also are a delivery
vehicle. They inject graphene particulates into people, Morgellons nanofibers, and other
toxic chemicals. They all contribute to bacterial infections in the lungs and weakening the
immune system, which keep the vicious cycle of positive PCR tests going and going.
We at CC8H need more help from America to prevent states like Florida and Texas, who
have removed “mask mandates” and watched the cases plummet. As many as 20 other
states in the U.S. have joined the mask freedom movement, as this graph shows.

3.2
Truth about Social Distancing
Social distancing of six (6’) feet separation from people was one of the greatest COVID con
rules, based on zero science, invented by the CDC. That single absurd rule closed churches,
schools, offices, and businesses. It made people afraid of each other—without ever realizing
that the only masks people needed to wear were their own, God-given, innate immune
systems—the ones that mask mandates are weakening.
With the CDC lowering the 6-foot rule (hat tip to Baal) down to three (3’) feet, the distance
rule is the gift that keeps giving. Schools and colleges remain closed, for the most part, until
the autumn when Big Pharma expects the “mass die off” COVID-19 vaccinated are exposed
to a wild coronavirus or influenza virus.
CC8H
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By then the WHO or CDC will name the new variant COVID-21 and drive more fear porn
through the psyche of the general public.

4.0
Truth About the VAERS Black Hole on Vaccine Injury Statistics
We are thankful to the U.S. government, Big Pharma lobbyists, and the criminals at the CDC
for rigging the “first con” back in 1986 with the National Children Vaccine Injury Act. That
gift hid the real number of vaccine injuries and deaths.
By masking the true scope and scale of the all of the damage that vaccine tsunami has
caused in the last four decades, we have achieved some remarkable statistics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Created patients for Big Pharma meds for life
Elevated once rare diseases into the lexicon of everyday living, such as narcolepsy,
Guillain Barre Syndrome (GBS)
mRNA nanodevices have added Bell palsy, blood clots, and head-to-toe rashes
Cancer Epidemic—soft tissue cancers have exploded 500 percent since 1995
Autism Epidemic—pumping out 90,000 spectrum babies a year in the U.S.
Super-premature menopause, ovarian failure, and sterilization all thanks to the
Gardasil vaccines

It has taken the executing of the plan not to educate pediatricians that the vaccine database
exists or train them on how to enter data that the CDC has successfully throttled the true
size of vaccine damage from the American people down to 1 percent of all real cases.

CC8H
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Put into context with the COVID-19 vaccines, which began in mid-December 2020, over the
span of four months, VAERS recorded 2,500 deaths and more than 50,000 adverse events.
It was a good plan by the medical cartel to produce one-third (33.3%) of all COVID vaccines
as placebos in order to artificially keep the deaths and injuries much lower, and to build
confidence with the public that the COVID immunizations were working as designed.

4.1
Truth About Captured U.S. Health Agencies: CDC, FDA, NIH, HHS
The original 1947 charter of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), set up
as a foreign for-profit corporation, and not a government health agency, enabled the CIA—
created during the same year—to front load the agency with Nazi war criminals and
German bioweapons scientists as part of Operation Paperclip.
Since the start of the century, the Food and Drug Administration has been so neutered by
Big Ag and Big Pharma that it cannot properly inspect, vet, audit 95% of the drugs,
biologics, and food that come from overseas, especially manufactured in Communist China.
The National Institute of Health (NIH), another for-profit corporation, has worked with the
National Cancer Institute (NCI), and the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute at Fort
Detrick, Maryland. Spawned from the dark bioweapons program created in 1943 under the
lily-white guise “Armed Services Research Group” they created the Cancer Epidemic of the
past generation.
The NIH, led by career eugenics scientists Drs. Francis Collins and Anthony Fauci, had
suppressed the HIV cocktail for years, ensured that mice retroviruses contaminated U.S.
blood supplies and vaccines, as well as being directly involved in the “gain-of-function”
research and development leading to pandemic releases of the 2001 anthrax attacks after
9/11, the 2005 SARS outbreak, the 2012 MERS epidemic, the 2016 Zika mass hysteria and
heist of U.S. taxpayers money to the tune of billions of dollars, as well as the cover up of
vaccine crimes, deaths, birth defects, and injuries they would blame on one made-up
tropical infectious disease outbreak after another.
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The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is the umbrella corporation that
sits on top of and controls the budget for the CDC, FDA, and NIH. HHS has been deeply
involved in the marketing of disease fear, the masking of vaccine deaths and injuries, and
the push for totalitarian control of the American people through medicine.
4.2
Truth About Suppressed Medicines and Treatments for COVID-19
For starters, definitions are needed:
•

Immunity: Protection from an infectious disease. If you are immune to a
disease, you can be exposed to it without becoming infected.

•

Vaccine: A product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce
immunity to a specific disease, protecting the person from that disease.
Vaccines are usually administered through needle injections, but can also be
administered by mouth or sprayed into the nose.

mRNA nanotechnology is neither a vaccine nor provides immunity against “infectious
diseases.” It does, however, install an operating system inside the cells of the human
host, for which people will, one day, be fully controlled by a totalitarian social credit score
system, injection of false memories, and the artificial dimming of human emotions.
Therefore, Big Pharma, the global medical cartel, their captured health agencies, bought
media, and all the proxies had to destroy the decades-old solutions hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ), vitamins C & D, zinc, sunlight, exercise, any and all natural remedies, and the latest
breakthrough medicine Ivermectin.
Why? Because they work. And they are far cheaper, far healthier, and more effective than
any vaccine or messenger RNA technology on the planet.
Case in point.
“After eight months of active clinical observation and attending about 7,000 patients of
Covid-19 in three (3) medical centers located in Puerto Plata, La Romana, and Punta Cana,
Dr. José Natalio Redondo revealed that 99.3% of the symptomatic patients who received
care in his emergency services, including the use of Ivermectin, managed to recover in the
first five days of recorded symptoms.”
99.3% full recovery from COVID-19 virus in the first five days! Hello?
Such truths must be hidden from the public. We at CC8H will do our utmost to discredit
HCQ, vitamins C & D, and now Ivermectin. But the more truths surface about superior,
more effective and less harmful alternatives, the more costly in terms of time and resources
for the Center for Censorship Eight Hate and Anti-Vax Watch to put out the medical facts
brushfires.

CC8H
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4.3
Truth about Vaccine Mandates
Vaccine mandates violate bodily autonomy via coercion. Holding both education and
employment hostage to the consumption of a liability free pharmaceutical is not consent, it
is coercion. It is also obscenely profitable.
COVID shots do not meet the traditional definition of a vaccine, as previously discussed.
They utilize mRNA technology, never before used in humans. Many have reported testing
positive for COVID after injection. Note, CC8H has a difficult time countering that fact.
COVID shots are experimental, due to Emergency Use Authorization (EUA), having only
been tested on human subjects since Fall 2020. They are not FDA approved or licensed. The
only way to invoke the EUA was to show that there were no other available safe treatments
for COVID—thus, the need to hide and destroy the success stories of HCQ, Ivermectin.
We at CC8H now know that safe and effective treatments were censored and smeared by
authorities and CC8H, so they could maintain the phony emergency status for the vaccines.
COVID shots have neither been shown to prevent disease in the recipient, nor to prevent
transmission of infection, which is why the CDC states people still need to wear masks and
maintain social distancing after vaccination.
As evidenced by the CDC reporting system VAERS, COVID vaccines have caused deaths in
some and severe injuries in many. The deaths total from COVID shots in 2021 have
surpassed twice as many total deaths from all other 72 vaccines and booster jabs on the
CDC schedule over the past 10 years combined.
The corrupt mainstream media has not been forthcoming with these reports. We at CC8H
and Anti-Vax Watch are holding up the dam of lies for now, but we need help.
5.0
Truth About Vaccine Passports
Rule over all human beings on the planet, by the cabal and NWO, begins and ends with
digital control. That will come in the form of super surveillance state through health or
vaccine passports.
Like cattle chutes and cattle gates, once used on scale, Vaccine Passports will empower the
NWO to control when people can enter a shop, café, sporting event, concert venue, office
building, art museum, school, or institution. At the start, passage will be free to get more
people to comply and enter the system. But a year or two down the road, Bill Gates and
Klaus Schwab will tax the people usage of the system, and prevent them from spending
their digital and cryptocurrencies to buy food or energy. Not only will the herd be fully
controlled, their travel will be restricted. Any dissent and labeling of the state system in a
negative light will put users in a digital prison, restricting many privileges, including access
to food and water.
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New York State has launched a pilot program for sport events called “Excelsior Pass,” a
Latin term meaning “forever upward” or as the Illuminati know excelsior’s true meaning as
obeying the Morning Star Lucifer.
Dr. Naomi Wolf, a liberal feminist author and journalist, has abandoned the socialists
control of humanity, and labeled Vaccine Passports as “equal to slavery forever.” We at
CC8H need help from Big Tech censors to silence her and Big Media to make Naomi Wolf
appear to be mentally on par with dementia Joe Biden.
Sure, CC8H and Anti-Vax Watch missed putting Dr. Naomi Wolf on the first wave of “The
Disinformation Dozen,” that was an oversight, but we need to mute and delete her now
before she wakes up too many Americans to the fascist lockdown and total control.
6.0
Truth About Event 201 Plandemic
Event 201 was a psyop and spearhead for the Plandemic. The Gates Foundation worked
with John Hopkins University and Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum in autumn 2019
to predictive program the public about the looming global outbreak to come. Combined
with the UN’s newly launched Global Preparedness Monitoring Board, led by Gates’ Drs.
Chris Elias, Anthony Fauci, and George Fu Gao, director of China’s CDC, Event 201 planted
the seeds of fear and doubt into millions of people.
The “mock” pandemic emergency conference signaled to our globalists’ partners to hide the
financial crimes and destruction by the fiat system by the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, the WEF and other kleptomaniac banking institutions of unelected officials. It
cued the Gates Foundation to short the U.S. stock market months in advance of collapse,
forcing the U.S. government to print trillions of dollars in new unsustainable debt.
Event 201 also put three initiatives on the table that are coming to fruition in 2021. Contact
tracing with data collection and DNA harvesting. Next, mass vaccine experimentation on a
global scale. Finally, control of the population via Vaccine Passports, which will run
roughshod over the U.S. constitution, European law, and the citizens of Israel.
It was the psychology of lockdowns and mask wearing that won the day early on with many
of our successes.
6.1
Truth About Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab
The public continues to be fooled about the Canaanite bloodline of Bill Gates or that as a
philanthropist billionaire he is helping people of the world when in fact he is destroying
their health and livelihood. His father worked at Planned Parenthood, the depopulating
abortion mill. While at Microsoft, Bill Gates and his cofounders purchased IBM operating
system—the same IBM that assisted Nazi Germany with punch card technology used in
tracking the millions of Holocaust victims and survivors.
Not to be outdone in genocidal evil, Klaus Schwab, a “krout” born to Nazi globalist parents,
launched the Davos enclave in the 1970s to conjure ways to strip 99 percent of the world’s
population of assets, wealth, and brainpower. Schwab helped the Bilderberg Group dumb
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down society, find ways to use the 1954 “Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars” technology of
vaccines, fluoride, geoengineering metallic nanodust, rollout of 5G and EMF microwaves,
and other devious ways to harm humans, shorten their lives, while sterilize them with its
massively successful sperm count reductionist program.
Today, while Bill Gates is pushing synthetic meat for the CDC’s “Zombie Apocalypse” and
dimming the sun with chemtrails, Klaus Schwab wrote the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(aka “4th Reich”) and sits at the global helm of the Great Reset to take full control over
humanity, thus fulfilling the cabal and United Nation’s Agenda 2030 program to depopulate
the planet and take absolute tyrannical control of the remaining survivors.
7.0
Truth About Transhumanism
As Gates, Schwab and their organizations “thin the herd” of the elderly, derail natural
births, ensure miscarriages, and sterilize children, the road to Transhumanism can only be
achieved IF the slaves can be “chipped” and controlled.
To cross that biological bridge, with the aid of the mRNA vaccines modifying humans cells,
DNA, and immune system responses, mass vaccine campaigns are needed to go in concert
with vaccine passports. From there fabricated shortages in food, water, and power will
curtail freedom. These events will also break the will of the resisters. For those who
remain, FEMA camps await them along with electronic guillotines, like the new ones
purchased by Canada to cull the rest of the patriots and resistance.
From there, a second pandemic, more fearful and far more deadly will be launched with
SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028.
John Hopkins University’s new 89-page document, “The SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028: A
Futuristic Scenario for Public Health Risk Communicators” will be the last false flag
operation, the pandemic to end all pandemics.
The report delves into issues the pharma has mishandled today, from social fragmentation,
propaganda that vaccines are the only cure, to restrictive access to information and the
curbing of factual content. We must eliminate “informed consent” to win.
Appendix: SPARS Pandemic on the Horizon
John Hopkins University, the same partner that cosponsored Event 201, is now war gaming
—no, scratch that!—war planning the next Plandemic. In its 89-page report, the writers
run the gamut of what-if scenarios, finally setting on the fragile, dear old trope of recovery
in chapter 17: “Vaccine Injury.”
This scenario discusses several lawsuits and vaccine injury claims, for which JHU obliquely
writes:
“While the FDA, CDC, and other agencies were busy researching possible connections
between Corovax [can’t make this shit up!] and the reported neurological side
effects, their efforts were continually undermined by epidemiological analyses
produced by various non-governmental individuals and groups.”
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Paging Klaus Schwab, if he will still be with us by 2028 when this Plandemic winds
its way through global markets and societies once more, like it’s Fauci-fueled
predecessor COVID-19. It’s remarkable how the language of SPARS vaccine
“Corovax” looks a lot like COVAX or COVID or the coronavirus. Can’t their marketing
consultants do better?
As Krout Schwab stated in April 2021: “All unvaccinated people are a danger to
society.” Really?
The fearmongering is wearing thin. New Gallup poll showed a total collapse in CONfidence that most Americans no longer fear getting COVID.
“Time for a Big Hoax!” said Fauci in an updated version of the movie Jaws!
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